If we want things to stay as they are', said a character in di Lampedusa's The Leopard,`things will have to change'. Various bodies in the UK have been discussing`medicine in the Millennium', and the RSM's debate in November was conducted jointly with the Royal Colleges of Physicians (London) and Surgeons (England). The thing that was not going to change, seemingly, was a National Health Service funded out of general taxation.
So, if previous trends are likely to continue, what will have to change? The clinicians were less cheerful than Mr Smee. Looking at his projections on doctor supply, they asked what would be the effect of European rules on working hours? Then, even if the over-85 population does not increase drastically, dementia in this group (affecting 30±50%) could present a vast extra burden of careÐmainly outside the NHS. On clinical practice, much of the discussion focused on patterns of services. General practitioners encounter increasing dif®culty in referring a patient to centre Y, outside their region, rather than their local centre X with inferior results: money, despite the old promises, does not follow the patient. Quality of care? Surgeons continue to`have a go' rather than refer patients to experts, and with Calman training the younger ones are barely equipped to handle emergencies even within their own subspecialty. Widely differing success rates are reported from units with similar resources, and the Commission for Health Improvement is intent on levelling up; a fear about the National Institute for Clinical Excellence, looking at disparities in available treatments, is that it will level down. There were signs of reconciliation between the Physicians and Surgeons (represented by their Presidents), who agreed that the traditional gulf between themÐincreasingly bridged, for example in cardiology, gastroenterology and orthopaedicsÐno longer makes sense. The specialties need to be re-examined jointly, and trainees might pass through one of just half-a-dozen core programmes before proceeding to their special area.
The meeting was punctuated with cries of woe from doctors present: must they be content with their lot? A more pertinent question is whether the public will remain content with the NHS. Rising expectations are the main challenge. With more educational effort, the public might lose some of its unrealistic notions, and the older generation, remembering days before the NHS, will for a while remain tolerant of rationing by waiting-list. But younger taxpayers are already asking why they must be denied the excellent services available to our neighbours across the Channel and the North Sea. Perhaps the next thing to ask, if we want things to stay the same, is whether we should move to different ways of ®nancing the service.
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